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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of Vocattonel teachers The
competencies upon which these mocailes are eased were iden-
tified and verified through research as beingImportant to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary and...post-
secondary levels of instruction The module§ are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's pencirmance of the spec-
ified competency The Materials are designed for use by Inds-

. virtual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher of ucators acting as
resource persons Resource persons should be skilled in the

2 teacher competency being developed and should be thor;
oughty oriented to PBTE concepts and, procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide varety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educe"-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voca:
tional teachers Further information aboqt the use of the mod-`
ules in teacher education programs is cohtained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based

. Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center s Program for
Professional DevelopMent for Vocational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develops
ment, testing, revision and refinenient of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
-Teattters-end304.reaource_persu nun 20 Universities, colleges
and post-seoondary institutions used the male-fiats -ann -dro=
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement

Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
df these materials is extended to the following program staff
James B T-larntlton Program Director Robert E Norton, As-

sociate Program Director, Glen E Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Ouinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also extended to Kristy Ross, Techhical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean Widl'en-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials Contribtpons made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged Calvin J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974

Appreciation is also extended to all those outside Ae Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed sb generously in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri-Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri-Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College of Buffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona, University of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee. Universityof Vermont, and Utah State University

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
'sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education df the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA

- Part -F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended16FerrIS State College,
Holland College, Temple University, and 'the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor
sDirector . v.

pahe Center for Vocational Education

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAA. EDUCATION

The Center foe-Vocational Education s mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies institutions and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual. career planning and preparation The Gensler

,fulfftls its mission by
Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational pr9grams and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outtomes
Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Coriducting leadership development and training
programs

AA
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Engineering Cent
Athens, Georgia 306

The American Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer,
sittei, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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INTRODUCTION

Learning is not something that stops when you
receive a diploma. It is p lifelong process, and as
long as you are receptive to new ideas and infor-
mation, you can continue to "grow and improve
both personally and professionally This openness
to growth is expresied in the old saying, "So long
as you're gteen, ytu can grow .

Just as plants cannot grow Wahout nutrients,
you cannot improve as a teacher without receiving
information and feedback from others Feedback
is a circular process, the information you obtain
about your teaching effectiveness gives you new
ideas and new.directions It gives you approaches

Nt

to explore in the classroom, laboratory, and com-
munity. Your growth as a teacher in turn enhances
student learning and improves the feedback you
receive

The first step in becoming a more effective
teacher is to plan a method of evaluation which will
give ylbu thorough and accurate information about
your strengths and weaknesses This module is
designed to give you skill in identifying the sources
and techniques you need in order to plane method
of evaluation which is logical, usable, and capable
of improving your teaching on a continuing basis

So LONG AS \,c)U's)._ Gp,EEN \?ou CAN Gl;V)V\el

I.
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'V2SOUT THIS ODULE

Objectives

Enabling Objectives:
1 After completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the principles and procedures involved
in evaluating instructional effectiveness (Learning
Experience I)

2 liven a case study of a teacher evaluating her in-
structional effectiveness, critique the performance of
that teacher (Learning Experience II)

Prerequisites
In order to evaluate your instructional effectiveness, you
rhust have minimal competency in instructional plan-
ning, execution, and evaluation If you do not already
have competency in theSe areas, meet with your re-
sourCe person to determine what method you will use to
gain these skills One option is to complete the informa-
tion and practice activities in selected modules in Cate-
gory B Instructional Planning, Category C Instructional
Execution, and Category D Instructional Evaluation

4
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Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with yoUr
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional rel-
ererices in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions-.of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resour;:e
person may also be contacted If ydu have any difficulty

syvith directions, or in assessing your progress arany
time

Learning Experience i
Optional

One or more teachcrs experienced in evaluating
their instructional effectiveness with whom you cart
consult

Learning Experience II
No Outside resources

Learning Experience III
Requir'et1

An actual school situation in which you can evaluate
your instructional effectiveness
A resou(ce person to assess your competency in
evaluating your instructional effectiveness

This module covers performance efem9nt numbers 148 161-164 from
Calvin J Cotrell et al , Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical
Education Report No V (Columbus OH The Center for Vocational
Education The Ohio Stafe University) The 384 elements in this docu-
ment form the'reaearch base for all The Center s PEIrE module develop-
ment

For information about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and terminology which is common to all 100
modules see About Using The Center s PBTE Modules on the inside
back cover
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For an _e)galanatIon_
tional effectiveness, a des
will serve you in that eva
continuous evaluation. r

oondepts_invohted in evaluatinginstflic7_
notion of the various sources of feedback which
uation, and an explanation of the necessity for
ad the following information sheet

EVALUATING INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Instructional effectiveness can be evaluated in

two major waykby examining the instructional
process, or by looking at the product of that in-
struction. Evaluating the instructional process in-
volves measuring your ability to establish objec-
tives, plan lessons that meet those objectives,
select or prepare appropriate instructional mate-
rials, and use effective teaching methods. Evaluat-
ing the product of instruction mvolves measuring
the outcomes of instruction in terms of student
achievement Evaluation of instructional effec-
tiveness should examine both of these aspects of
instruction

In evaluating the processes and products Of
instruction, there are a number of sources and
techniques that may be used Sources of feed-
back include evaluations by others (e.g , fellow

, teachers, supervisors;-advisory comma tee mem-
bers, students) and self-evaluation Techniques
which may be used to get feedback include
checklists, observations, anecdotal records, dis-
cussions, video::4ping for self-analysis, and as-
sessments of student performance

Before any evaluation efforts are undertaken,
you need to Carefully plan how you will gather
feedback and from whom Although any type of
'feedback can be useful, evaluations should be
based on information obtained from a,.variety of
sources Getting a cross section of opinions or
evaluations will give you a better overall picture of
your performance Consider the following ex-
ample

6

Assume you are teaching a lesson to a, group of
15 students and that you videotape the lesson so it
can be evaluated by a fellow teacher, a school
administrator, a district vocational education
supervisor, and a university professor. At the end of
the lesson, you ask the students to anonymously
rate the effectiveness of the' leskn. Later, you
evaluate the students' grasp of the lesson content.
After showing the videotape, you have the ob-
servers rate the effectiveness of the lesson

You get the following feedback. 12 students felt
it was art interesting lesson and that they learned a
lot; 2 students said it was boring, 1 student said it
was confusing Out of 15 students, 5 did poorly on
the device you used to measure their grasp of the
lesson content

The university prokssOr indicated the lesson
could have been more effective had visuals been
used The fellow teacher indicated that he uses a
film to teach that concept and that he feels a firm is
more effective than the method you used. The vo-
cational education supervisor noted that parts of
the lesson could have been geared to relate more
directly to the real world of work The adminis-
trator was concerned that you kept the students
past the bell, causing them to hurry to their next
class or be tardy.

This is an exaggerated situation, of course;
llowexer, differing opinions and concerns are to be
ekpected Had you gotten feedback from only the
bored student, or from only the fellow teacher, you
would have had only a partial view of your effec-
tiveness.

With' the variety of feedback obtained, you can
conclude tentatively that (1) you need to be aware
of, and Make more use of, available media and
materials, (2) 'although most students were in-
terested, more than half the students did not grasp
the lesson content, (3) you are not meeting the'
needs and interests of three of your students; (4)
you need to be more careful in timing the length of
your lessons; and (5) you need to plan lessons
which relate more directly to the occupations for
which your students are being trained

feedback from a single lesson probably will not,
be consistent enough for you to make a definite!

C.)
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judgment. abkout your teaching effectiveness.
However, if you continue to accumulate feedback
over a period-of time, patterns-should form which
will give you a more accurate picture of your

, strengths and weaknesses. Let's consider each
potential feedback source more closely

Fellow teachers can suggest additional mate-
rials you could use, or alternative methods and
techniques that seem to work When requested to
do so, they may be able to'point out areas in which
you are weak and to suggest ways to improve. If an
individual student is causing problems, fellow
teachers may be able to tett-you whether that stu-
dent's behavior is unique to your class, and you
may be able to draw on their experience in helping
you solve the problem

State department of education supervisors and
university faculty have 'a level of expertise, experi-
ence, and objectivity which can be of great poten-
tial help to you as a teacher They are usually well-
versed in the latest educational research and the
most current materials and techniques available
Thus, they are in an excellent position to assist you
in identifying ways to overcome instructionai-
weaknesses

You are also an excellent source of feedback
You know better than anyone what your goals and
objectives are Thprefore, through trifp process of
self-evaluation, y4u can evaluate how well you are
meeting those goals and objectives Critical self-
evaluation may also reveal areas of strength that
you can capitalize upon, and areas of weakness
that you need to work on

Students obs4r-ve you at close range, daily, over
an extended period of time They are in the best
position to see your overall performance and they
know whether they are motivated by your lessons
and whether they feel they are making progress

Since student perforinance is thKultimate test
of teacher' effectiveness, measuring that ryertor-
MancelS a-ply source of feedback on your effec---
liveness. The feedback can reveal if students are
respond* to you as a teacher and'grasping the
information presented in your lessons

I-4owever, there are a few cautions that should
be noted when using each of the techniques de-
scribed For example, when a "stranger" enters
your classroom to observe, students may behave
differently. Students who. normally .participate
freely.in class discussions may not respond to
your questions. StudentS who are normally atten-
tive may be distracted by the stranger's presence

It is also true that when human bejngs evaluate
anything, they bring certain biasesowpreferences
into play in the process A student who just failed
a quiz in your class because he or she didn't read
an assignment,may rate yoi.1 negatively on all
items Such an evaluation is not strictly accurate
in terms of your overall performance, put it is an
indication that some problem exists which needs
your attention

Teachers who evaluate you may also exhibit
biases that need to betaken into accountas you
review their comments A teacher who believes
that students should sit quietly in their seats while
she or he takes the most active part in the lesson
may give a poor rating to a teacher who encour-
ages a more open and free atmosphere. A teacher
who relies heavily on visuals may be overly con-
cerned with the fact that you do not use visuals as
extensively Administrators, due to the nature of
their responsibilities as school managers, may
tend to focus heavily on how well you are fulfilling
your managerial functions

In addition, wherqevaluating yourself, it is
sometimes difficult to'be objective You may b't
too hard on yourself, you may tend to rationalize
what you W6, or you may not see what you did

Therefore, remember that evaluations are al-
, ways partly subjective. Each source will, in fact,

give you one point ,,of view as to your effective-
ness as a teacher . . the previously mentioned
"limitations: only become limitations if you inter-

( pret any one as the only point of view A strong
evaluation program which draws on a number of
sources, allows you to compare, contrast, and
analyze several points of view to arrive at a realis-
tic estimate of the true strengths and weaknesses
of your performance over time

7
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Evaluation Methods
Once you have determined the persons wha

be involved in your evaluation plan, you can direct
your attention to Selecting the evaluation methods
or devices you will use, or give others to use, in
evaluating your instructional effectiveness. One
commonly used method is that of observation. In
Most schools, administrators are required to ob-
serve each of their teachers, or etch of their new
teachers, a certain number of tiffies during the
school year This need not be a Threatening
situation If you are putting effort Into the planning
and execution of your lessons and are open to
suggestions for improvement, such observations
can be productive and helpful

In addition to these required observations, you
can inxite other educators (supervisors, fellow
teacher', media specialists, counselors, efc) into
your classroom to observe your presentations
Feedback
from such
observations
can be either
formal (ob-
servers can
use
checklists to
evaluate
specific
skills), Or in-
formal (ob-
servers can
meet with
you after-
wards to in-
formally discuss instructional strengths and
weaknesses),

4",;
I
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Another option is to combine formal and infor-
mal feedback For exa6ple, the observer fills out a
checklist first and then meets with you to diScUss
the, ratings further and suggest possible ways rat-

. improving instructional effectiveness. This ap-
proach combines the advantages of the previous
two. the checklist ensures that certain key items
will be eyaluated, the discussion allows you to
probe each of the ratings further to determine
more specifically what needs to be improved and
how

Numerous checklists and rating forms are
available Many are produced commercially by ac-
crediting agencies and various educational firms
Individual districts and states ciften prepare such
checklists for use with and by thbir own educators.

The Teacher Performance*ssessment Form'in
this module, and similar forms in the other mod-
ules produced by The Center for Vocational Edu-

'cation, can be used by observers to evaluate in-
structional effectiveness Sample items from two
che4lists are shown in Samples 1 and 2 Sample 1
would be used to evaluate a teacher's overall per-
farmance. Sample 2 is designed to evaluate the
teacher's competency in a specific area of skill.



SAMPLE 1

I
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CHECKLIST,FOR RATING OVERALL PERFORMANCE

J

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

. z-.. , sp/ e 4,

1 The'teacher was prepared for the class s[II
2 The teacher's presehtation,was well organized . , DECLE11:1
3 LesSon objectives were made clear to the students El

IN

4. The teacher was interesting a, id enthusiastic 4:10[11.00.
5 The teacher's voice was audible 'El r:i

I
6 The teacher could communicate the subject matter to the

students 10 El El CI .0
r

7 The teacher was -receptive to ,the expression of student'
. El E3views . .. . .

8 The teacher answered questions clearly El 0
'9 The teacher kept older with a fair hand 0 El li Er El 0
10 The teacher made sure students were given feedb*ck on

their achievement of lesson objectives

.o.

1

a

,.

4.

0 II El 0 CI

1

J a

ri I

As

1

9 i
r 4 IP
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SAMPLE 2 )
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C, ECKLISTrQe:EVA4..,eUATING.SPECIFIC SKILLS :
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' c.,-, - - ; 0

,
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In demonstrating a conceetor principle, the teacher:
1. selected an example of the concept,which could be easily

demonstrated

2. set up the demo nstratioh where it could be easilyviewed by

each student

3. reiatopa the new concept to studrik'llieviotie experiences .

or instruction
ss

4. defined teme...or gave background information wtteil
o ecessary

5. had all materials and eguipment ready for use

6. performed the steps of the detnonstration in a logicalorder

7. observed students to see that they were following the dem-
onstration

8. summarized key points during the demonstratiorvo"r at the
conclusion of the demonstration .

9. determined students' comprehensio of the concept by
some form of feedback -

10. used visual aids to illustrate any steps which were difficult to;
4tbserve 4 , . ....

11. had students analyze U new station in relation io the
, .

concept

10
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LEVEL OF PERFOOANCE.



These same types of checklists can be, ised to
- self-evaluate a videotaped recording of your per-
formance, and similar checklists can be used to have

. students evaluate your performance When asking
students to evaluate your teaching performance, it is
important to explain to them why it will be helpful to

SAMPLE 3

you Generally, the task will be less threatening and
the results more objective if you ask thein-not to put
their names on the evaluation forms Items from a
student ,evaluatIon dame: the Minnesota, Student
Attitude Inventory, are shown in Sample 3

:cliECKLIST 'FOR- STUDENT USE

rt

4.

.

1. This teacher asks our opinion in.plenning work,to be done' El, .0
2. Frankly, we don't pay attention to this teacher .0 .0-/n ..0-

0 Dr CI 0 inA. This teacher makes sure we understand our work
e.

4. Our teacher is very good at explaining things clearly .. El' [IV.
5: Sometimes t think thiVeacher is deaf

.
, Ea' a. CI

, . .. , .

6. .This teacher helps us get the most oulof each hur E3 El.'_ .

7. This teacher makes everything seem interesting.ind important 1 MC 0
1

6. It seems that samebody iialways getting punished in thisClabe 0 a 0 D
9. This teacher makes very careful plans for each day's Work . 0 0

1 )

11
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'Feedback from students can also be obtained
on an- inform& basis. In your dalicontacts with
students, you can learn a great deal aboilt-their
perceptionsas to how well the course' is being
taught and/or how much they are learning In addi-
tion, there are an infinite variety of ways to formally,
assess hoW well or how much students are learn-
ing in your class.

During the initial weeks of the school year, you
need to determine what your students know al-
ready and what each student's needs, interests,
and abilities are. This information is critical if you
really want to measure student 'improvement.
Then, as the year progresses, you need 'to use
quizzes, exams, criterion checklists, etc , on a
continuous basks to get feedback (for, use by both
you and the stalents).

These feedback devices should be designed so
that you can determine student progress in all
three domains cognitive (knowledge), affective
(attitudes), and psychomotor (skills) You can
compare a student's performance on a test to'his/
her normal level of performance You can check
how the entire class did On a particular test to see if
specific items were missed by a significantikurnber
of students

Anecodotal records are another technique foi
gathering feedback These are records which de-
scribe significant incidents or behaviors, both
positives and negative Anecdotal records are
commonly used by,,teachers to record observa-
tions of students with.be-havior problems or stu-
dents who otherwise need assistance Such a rec-
ord, kept
over time,
shows a pat-
tern of be-
havior that is
helpful in
analyzing
problems.

In a similar
way, &INK-
dotal records
of your own
performance
can be useful
in evaluating
your teach-
ing effectiveness By Jotting down verbal com-
mentspositive and negativethat you get from
students, parents, or others (e g , employers in-
volved in your cooperative program) in reaction to-
your teaching, you can begin to pick out patterns

that indicate your overall strengths and weak-
nesses. For.example, comments such as, "pre-
sented a really exciting lesson," "caused a student
to become upset," "confused students in explain-
ing a concept," can be good indicators of your
teaching effectiveness.

Many lesson plan formats include a space for
making notes or remarks. If you use part of this
section to keep a record of students' reactions,
verbal and nonverbal, to your lessons, you may be
able to see which techniques are working well for
you in which situations, and also, which tech-
niques yOu are not using well.

Once you have determined how your instruction
will be evaluated, who will be evaluating it, and
what methods or instruments will beused, you can
begin to gather data on your instructional effec-
tiveness The feedback itself is not an end product.
It serves as a tool with which you,can determine
your strengths and weaknesses, set reasonable
goals for improvement, and plan a program

,to build on the strengths and correct the weak-
nesses

12

For example, assume that your initial feedback
shows that a small group of students in your class
is consistently "tuned out Their tests, quizzes,
and class participation show this A supervifor
made note of their obvious disinterest during her
observation of your class, and you have noted this
yourself As a result, you are determined that you
will reach this group of students Next, you need to
determine how this can be done You and your
supervisor discuss your goal and come tip with the
following plans for attaining it

Meet withthe group of students to discuss the
situation and get additional feedback as to
why the problem exists
Meet with fellow teachers to discuss the prob-
lem They may have encountered similar prob-
lems that they have solved They may have the
same problem with that same group; together
you may be able to overcome it

Should you disctt/er after having completed
these activities that all these students have reading
problems, yqu would be able to plan further how to
meet your goal 'Vou could select materials written
at a lower grade level, review the literature for
recommendations, or consult with supervisors
about ways of reaching students with reading
problems Sample 4 is a worksheet which can be
used in setting and reaching your improvement
goals The form includes space for keeping a rec-
ord of the activities you undertake relative to your



goal, as well as space to summarize the results of
your efforts and to note how your experience cpuld
be of assistance to others

Solving one problem or reaching a single goal
should not be the arm of your evaluation plan, nor

, is a "one-shot" evaluation adequatp Consider -
again the statement, "So long as you're green you
can grow.'. For you to be effective, to grow, you

SAMPLE 4

must want to improve your teaching effectiveness
and to take the necessary steps to collect appro-
priate feedback data To be effective, evaluation
must be continuous an'd systematic, an inherent
part of the teaching process As you identify and
reach one goal, you should setanother In this way,
you can ensure that your instruction will, in fact, be
effective and continue to improve over time

PROFESSIONAL IMPR6EMENT WORK SHEET
A

Teacher Date

Building Assisted by:

)I. STATEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL GOAL: (Date

-.4-
N. PLANS FOR ATTAINING GOAL: (Dat

.0

III. 'PROGRESS LOG:

Date Comments:

IV. CONCLUSIONS: (Date.

9

10
1 3



IOptional
Activity

10

ff

You may wish to interview one or more teachers experienced in evaluating
their instructional effectiveness to determine the evaluation procedures
and methods they use. Considerand compare their use of such techniques
as checklists, observations, anecdotal records, discussions, videotapifig,
and assessment of student performance

The following ,item is designed to check your comprehension of the mate-
rial in the information sheet, Evaluating Instpactional Effectiveness, pp
6-13. Please respond fully, but briefly

14-

SELF-CHECK
What would be the characteristics of an ideal program for evaluating iristructionareffectivene.ss?

-17
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Compare your written response to the Self-Checic with the Model Answer
given below Your response need not exactly d plicate the model re-
sponse, however, you should have covered the sa e major points

ei

MODEL ANSWER
P

An ideal 'evaluation program is carefully
planned Student progress is continually moni-
tored by quizzes and tests so you know whether
they are, in fact, grasping what you're steaching.
Stunts are encouraged to give you informal

,...fg.edback This does not mean they critique each
lesson It means that they feel free to indicate when
something is not clear to them, etc

ObservationS by superVisors, administrators,
fellow teachers, and other "experts" are made
periodically Self-evaluation is a part of the pro-
gram You note on each lesson plan your assess-
ment of the lesson's effectiveness You videotape

4

lessons occasionally and review them later All
feedback gathered is summarized and studied to
see what insttuctional strengths and weaknesses
are indicated

As a result of these efforts, plang are made to
eliminate those weaknesses and build on the
strengths Feedback continues to be gathered and
new improvement goals%re set. In sum, evaluating
instructional effectiveness is a continuous pro-
cess, and the teacher, with a receptive attitude
fowa'rd suggestions and constructive criticism,
wil. use a variety of sources for feedback

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should have covered the same major points as
the model response If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you made,
review the material in the informationsheet, Evaluating Instructional Effectiveness, pp. 6-13, or check
with your resource person if necessary

e
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Learning Experience II.
( .

. OVERVIEW

Given a mite study of a teacher-eialuatiag her ips4iactienalaftsathriessok.-
critique thelierlonnancelbt thatteacher.

.
,I r

t
4

/. f4

4k

.

,

.1149ti will be readitiglheasie'Stgdy, pp,18\21; -ediiquebtthez_
performance afthe;teachepilescrited. .

, "
.

40

#

. 8 lc
. ;

Ybu will be exatuiting your i;ompetentyl#oritilbitig the
martce in el/lila:gill; her. instructio,pal affectivreneell.bi
completed critique, with/he Mgdel pi-fugue, pp. 23-24.. ,
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Activity

. . .-.
.. *., .

The followingCase Study describes'one teacher's efforts to evaluate and
improve her own instructional effectiveness Read the situation described,
and then exOlairi in the space provided (1) the strengths of the teacher's
approach, (2) the weaknesses of the teacher's approach, and (3) how the
teacher shouid have treated her responsibilities .. -

ir

CASE STUDY
A teacher with one year of experience was *oik- In order to obtv'information from the studentsN

ing at an area vocational-technical school At the she.prep'ared and administered a questionnaire
end of the first year, she had reservations about pertaining.to classpoom presentations and student'
how V,eir she had performed as a teacher She evaluation A summary of the results is founcron p.
decided at the beginning of the second year to 19 The state supervisor of instruction was asked to
develop a plan to evaluate her 'instructional effec- visit and observe her performance in giving a pre-
tivehys sentation to the class A copy of the supervisOrt

evaluation four1 on p 20' The final source of
She been talking with other teachers about inforation was a summary of student scores on

how they evaluated themselves One teacher miInformation
cated that a self-appraisal technique was the only

an achievement test, p 21, which was adminis-

approach to'take Other teachers responded that it
tered for the unit that was partially observed by the

would take inputs from students, administrators,
super-Visor

and fellow teachers over the entire year to fully After collecting and summarizing this informa-
evaluate hOw well a teacher was performing Some tion, she began to analyze the results She looked
teachers shared other ideas on collecting the for data which would help her draw some conclu-
formation and suggested she use student reaction sions regarding her instructional effectiveness in'
questionnaires, videotapineg. classroom p,resenta- the areas of giving presentations and evaluating
dons, and visits to the clatsroom by supervisors student performance
and colleagues As she reviewed the data on presenting lesson*

As she listeho to this advice from her col. she nbticed that the students felt her explanations
leagues, the teacher began to formulate a plan for were not always clear to them The state super-
the coming school year The first item in the plan visor's evaluation reinforced this observation, he
was to listthe areas of instruction and teaching she Indicated that presenting leas and concepts was
felt needed improvement This list became rather accomplished at only a fair level of- performance
lengthy and she began to realize that it would take This'informatiorr reinforced the plan to identify
more time and effort than she could afford to classroom presentations as are area in which she.
spend needed to improve She decided that she needed

In order to overcome this probem,,she enlisted
to learn how to use visual aids more effectively in
her presentation She also decided she needed to

the assistance of the department chairperson and learn how to develop more structured and detailed
supervisor of instruction to help determine what lesson plans so that she could present information.

-- areas might be more important than others As as in a clear and logic9I manner
result of these Conversations, she decided to ini-
tially evaluate effectiveness in the areas of (1) giv- In analyting the data with respect to students'
ing classroom presentations, and (2) evaluating achievement, it was obvious to the te4cher that the

"student performance She decided to use the stu- test was very difficult for the students She attri-
dents and the state supervisor of her instructional buted this result to her problem in giving clear

'area as her primary sources of information

18



presentations: The teacher felt th4t if she improved
- her lesson presentations, students would be able
to do better on theirtests.

In formulating plans to improve he instruction,
the teacher deeded to ask one of her fellow
teachers, vvtlo had taught for several years, to re-
view videotapes of several lesson presentations
with her In addition, she asked the instructional
resource coordinator to help her prepare some
voual aids to'use in he,r presentations She also
asked her department ch}irperstin if he could re-

.... view some lesson Plarirand,,critique theoi before

s

4. .

she gave the presentation to students In order to
obtain 4dditional.feedback from the students con-
cerning her planned ltnprovements, she decided
to prepare brief qurzzeafter each lesson presen-
tation Another student reaction form was pre-
pared and administered after three lessons had
been taught

After formulating these plans, the teacher de->
ceded to ask her department chairperson to review
her procedures ih evaluating instructional effec-
tiveness and critique her analysis Of the data and
the plans made for the improvement of instruction

STUDENT REACTION QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY

1 Are the explanations given by the teacher cider?

2 Does the teacher display a knowledge of the subject?

Are the presentations made by the teacher interesting?
40.1

4. Does the teacher use audiovisual material to clarify difficult parts of a topic?

5 Are the assignments directly related to ttie presentations?

6 Are the tests*given by the teaches fair?

7. Dro the tests -cover the information presented,by the teacher?

8 Are the teit results giverrto the students?

9 Is the grading system fair andclear?

10 Are the tests very difficult?

19
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STATE SUPERVISOR'S EVALUATION OF ONE PRESENTATION

I,EVEL OF PERFORMANCE

During the lesson, the teacher:
1. related the lesson to the students' past' knowledge or

13experience ....

2 stated specifically what the objectives were in terms of
student behavior and why the objectives were important
to the students .

3. stated how the students might achieve the objectives and
when they would know that they had achieved them

a
a

in the pretentation, the teacher:
4. talked to the students and not to the instructional mate-

rials

1. presented each idea or step in a logical sequence [1]

6 presented only oneldea, or method of doing an opera- 0tion, at a,time

1
mfi

yaw
7 presented the information or skill with ease

in the application, the leacher:
8 observed the students practiling and provided encour-

agement, correction, or additional information

9. provided an opportunity for the students to show how
well they had learned

10 had the students summarize the key points rather than
.doing it himself/herself

11 clarified any key points not clarified by the students

During the lesson, the teacher:
12. used instructional materials that enhanced the lesson

13. prdvided an- opportunity' for students' response an
participation . .

14. varied the pace and methods of conducting the lesson

15. reacted favorably to students' questions, answers and E.
comments

E E E -El

13
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SUMMARY,OF STUDENT SCORES ON A 35-ITEM ACHIEVEMENT TEST

STUDENT
NUMBER OF

ITEMS
CORRECT

PERCENT
CORRECT

STUDENT
NUMBER OF

ITEMS
CORRECT

PERCENT
CORRECT

Martinet 20 57% Sandburg. 8 23%

Quinn 15 43% Olsen 7 20%

Johnson 10 . 29% Gill .6 17%

Weatherwax 9 26%, Talman 11/ 31%

Rucker -1 12 34% Stivac 13
-

37%
.

Krivicich 14 40% Norton 4 . 4 11%

Hamm 21 60% Huang 8 23%

Moore 25 . 71% Hessler 30 86%

Esposito 11 31% Benkes 5 14%

Piazza 6 37°/0 Feinstein 6 17%,

Garagiola 9 26%

Grading Key

A = 90-100

, B = 80-89
C = 7P-79
D = 60-69 ;.# 4

Class Totals

1 B

1 C

1 D

18 F's
F = 0-59

,..

1

2,
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Compare your completed written critique of the Case Study with the Model
Critique given beloW .Your response heed not exactly duplicate the model
response, however, you should have covered the same major points

MODEL CRITIQUE
This teabh4rs"had reservations" about how well

she performed' as a teacher and decided to take
active steps to improve.by evaluating her instruc-
tional effectiveness This openness to the need for
improvement is commendable However, her
evaluation plan had weaknesses in it which would
prevent her from getting the kinds of feedback
needed

She was on-the rtght track when she started by
getting ideas from others, however, she didn't
really take it far enough A few informal discus-
sions with fellow teachers is just a beginning She
could have done some reading on the subject or
discussed it with supervisors,and administrators in
charge of such evaluations

Listing areas she felt needed improvement has
its limitations For one thing, we have no indication
as to how shewas identifying these areas 'intui-
tion'? ... informal feedback over the past year'?
a chance comment made by fellow, teacher4?
There's no systematic basis for` what she's doing
Secondly, it is one thing to identify problem areas
through feedback and then to plan to gather
further feedback on those areas It is quite different
to initially limit your search, to a small area The
whole point of evaluation is to logically and objec-
tively identify areas of strength and weakness By
limiting her evaluation, this teacher could have
failed to uncover other problems which are more.
critical or Which may even be causing the prob-
lems she did identify

She should not have limited her feedback
sources to just students ansfthe state supervisor
Local administrators and supervisors are more
readily accessible They could prol5ably observe
several randomly picked presentations and give
her a more accurate evaluation of hereffectiveness
than a state supervisor who obseryes her over a
limited period of timeone class peribd, one day's
classes In addition, she completely overloOkster-,
self as a feedback source Her preliminary plans
do not call for videotaping followed by self-
evaluation

9 .
Her data gathering was td'o limited One unit test,

one observation, and one class evaluation do not
yield enough data to draw any real conclusions
about 'overall effectiveness It could be that she
was not up to par,during that lesson Remember,
this is the beginning of htr second year, so the
students don't really know for sure that her tests
are unfair as a rule.

The data analysis is one of her weakest areas
She did not analyze data thoroughly and failed to
notice key areas of weaknesses that should have
been further evaluated The things she noticed
were limited ekplanations not always clear, need
for more visual aids The need for visual data is not
even verified by the supervisor who says that she
did an "excellent" job of using instructional mate-
nets that enhanced the lesson

Furthermore, her feeling that the low test grades
were a result of her unclear presentation was un-
justified It's quite possible that It was a poor test
She should have noticed that.the supervisor indi-
cated that she did not state what the lesson objec-
tives were, why they were importaot to the stu-
dents, nor how, students might achieve them
There was also, apparently, no opportunity for stu-
dents to practice or apply the information pre-
sented The students did not feel their assignments
or tests were related to the information presented
Their test scores were disastrously low

It is possible that the teacher is unsure of what
specific objectives students should achieve She
may need skill in writing student performance ob-
jectives She may just need to communicate the
objectives more clearly to the students The prob-
lems with objectives may be causing all the other
problems At this point, she doesn't have enough
feedback to draw any teal conclusions And she
didn't even use the data she had to determine what
additional feedback is needed

Again, she 'was-not at a point in her evaluation
program where she was ready to plan an improve-
ment program However, ignoring that issue, we



4,
a

still .have a weak overall improvement plan. The readily available resources.'The actions she took
plans that she made were superficial and limited to were good; they just weren't enough.

r

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed critique should haVe covered the same major points as the
model response. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you made,
review the material'in the information sheet, Evgluating Instructional Effectiveness, pp. 6-13, or check
with your reiourQe person if necessary.z
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Learning Experience III

. * .

wOrldiVi an actual rho !ffeellotr,

FINAL EXPERIENCE

Atiyou (Andra* your teaching apatite, evilluiPe
tiveneseihts Will include . e _

_developing a plan to fiveleate.youelnetntetional
collecting and analyzing inforMation obtained from sources-sucker
students, supervisors, fellow teacher's, employers, and fait-appraisal
procedures

developing a plan for instructional improvement basedlotm the le-
suits of the analys)s

NOTE: Due to the nature of this experience, you will mod to have-access to
an actual school situation over an extended period to time {e.g., touch, six
weeks). .

-
As you complete each of the aboVe activities, docuMerd your.
writing, on tape,. through a log) for assessment purposeis.

Arrange in advanCelo have rut resource person review your documental:.
tion. r

Your total competency be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher performance Assessment Form, pp. 27-29.

Based ,upon the criteria 'specified 'in this assessment Instrument, your
resource person will determine Whether you are competent in evaluating
your-instructional effectiveness. .

4

For a definition of actual schteolisituation, see the inside back cover

401
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness (D-6)

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishmeht by placing
and in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORKAANCEpeading.
It because of special circumstances, a performance component was not

'applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the.N/A box

I

Name

Date

Resource Person

w

Planning
1: The following, sources of information for evaluating in-

structional effectiveness were included in the plan
a. students .

LEVEL OF SERFORMANC.

/ /
b. fellow teachers ET 111

c. administrators, supervisors 111 111

d. self .. a

I=1 111e others (e g , parents, employers)

2. Awropriate evaluation methods or instruments were
selectdd for each of the following sources
a. students

b fellow teachers

c administrators, supervisors

d. self

e others (e g , parents, employers)

3. The plan indicated how the feedback would be analyzecL 111 El

Administering the Plan /774

4, ;The need for the evaluation and methods to be used were
discussed cooperatively with each of the involved parties

Student$' inittaff needs, intenots, and abilities were de-
termined so pebogress could be measured

6. One or more` f the following evaluation techniques was
used to evaluate student achievement
a. open-class d4scussion

b. open-ended written evaluations

c. evaluation instrument(s)

2,v7

El

111 111

111 111 111

11 111

4
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d. other ET] cl
7. One or more of the following evaluation techniques was

used to get feedback on teacher effectiveness-from

a. informal discussion El El 0students.

b observation of their nonverbal reactions [110
c checklist or other (data-gathering) instrument 0

01)3 One or more of tpe following evaluation techniques was
used to get feedback from fellow teachers:
a informal discussion Cal.3
b classroom voitation(s) El 0
c classroom visitation(s) with observer filling out

checklist or other evaluation instrument El
d. post-visitation conference between teacher and ob-

server

9. One ormore of the Billowing evaluation techniques was
used togetfeedbacklifibrrrsupervisOrsor administrators
a. informal discussion

, c3-10

b. classroom visitation(s) with observer taking notes El- El

checklist or other evaluation instrument Ertlc classroom visitation(s) with observer filling out a
"El

d post-visitation conference between teacher and ob-
server 1 El On.

28
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One or more of the following evaluation techniques was
used for self-evaluation purposes
a. viewing a videotape nstructing a class

b. completing an ev Yi ation instrument on self

c. evaluating own lesson plans following the lesson pre
sentations

11 The evaluation techniques used e effective

12 Feedback was compiled and studied to determirib
strengths and weaknesses

Using Results to Improye Instruction
13. Appropriate-procedures were developed to capitalize on

. strong points

14, Adequate preparations were made to overcome or
strengthen weak points

e 4.
C _O l\

4j 44V kg'
1

6 LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak ,

area(s) . ..

C '
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

z

Organization . *is
aach module is designed to help ydu gain competency
rh a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ibg success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice expenenees, and others com-
bining these, two functions Completing these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tivelh the-final learning experience Thefinal experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in arrectUal school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures .

Modules are designed tp allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only thosq,-'
modules covering skulls which you do not already pp-
sess Similarly,'you need not complete any learning ex=
penence within module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Obtecttves listed on p 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
Ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience After comparing your present needs and com-.
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions

that you do not have the competencies-indicated,
and should complete the-entire module,.
that you are competent in one or more Pt the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation make the
necessarLarrangements with your resource person If k

you do not complete the final experience successfully,
meet with your resource person ane arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the Module or other related activities
-suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling'are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-,

mmance required to an objective, you and your re-
soUrce person may meet to select activities.to help you
reach competency This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped., (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) designing your own learning experience, or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person

Terminology
Actual School Situation refers to 'a (situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school Ari intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would bikfuntfioning in an actual school
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, ybu dan com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience, You ,

would then do the final learning experience rater, u e ,

when you have acCess to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback refers to an item or
feedback. device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete -

Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the
aspice area Trade and Industrial .Educatron includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which IS designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence
Resource Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher who is guiding you in ,taking this
module
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving' Instruction in a secondary or post- secondary
educational institulion
Vocational Service Area refers to al7najor vocational
field agricultural education, business and office educa:
ton, distributive educatioe, health occupations educa-
tion, home economies education, industrial arts edu-
cation technical ectucation, or trade and industrial edu-
cation
You or the Teacher, refers to the person w.ho is tak-
ing the module

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment.

N/A The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent
Poo T if, The teacher Is Licableto perform this skirl .or
has only very limited abUlty to perform 'it
Fair The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable Manner, but has some ability to perfor It
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill In an
effective mariner
Excellent The teacher is able to perform this s15111 in a
very etfpctive manner

4
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Titles of The renter's
PerformanCe-Based Teacher Education Modules

Celeste 74amProgrent Manning. DevoloefININ. and Evaluation

A-1 for a-Communtty Survey
A-2 Conduct a CommunuAirvey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysts
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-it Develop Long-Range Program Plans

Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program .

Category Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unrt of Instruction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
8-6 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C. Instructional Execution
C-1
C-2

' C-3

C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
C-16
C-17
C-18
C-19
C-20
C-21
C-22

C-23
C-24
C-25
C-26
C-27
C-28
C-29

Direct Field Trips
Conduct Group Discussions Panel Discussions and

Symposiums 4

Employ Brainstorming Buzz Group and Question Box
TeC Mapes

Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
Employ Simulation Techniques
Gude Student Study
Direct Student Laboratory Experience
Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
Employ the Project Method
Introduce a Lesson
Summarize a Lesson '
Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
Employ Reinforcement Techniques
Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
Present an Illustrated Talk
Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
Individualize Instruction
Employ the Team Teaching Approach I

Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
Present Information With Models Real Objects and Flannel

Boards
Present Infbrrnation with Overhead and Opaque Materials .
present Information with Filmstrips and Sides
Present Information with Films
Present Information with Audio Recordings
Prevent information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
Employ Programmed Instruction
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category D: Instructional Evaluation

0-1
0-2
D-3
0-4
0-5
D-6

Establish Sthdeht Performance Criteria
Assess Student Performance Knowledge
Assess student Performance- Attitudes
Assess Student Performance Sicilia
Determine Student Grades
Evaluate'Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E. Instructional Management
E-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the Fitt Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: %Mance
F-1 Gather Student Data Usi g Formal Data-Collection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data T gh Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Hel MeetStudent Needs _)

F-4 Provide Information on Equcational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment orierther Education

Category G. School-Community Relations
G-1 DevelOp a School- Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program .

G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Progrant
G-3 Develop Bro5hulres to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displayslt Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Preientations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtaiq Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H. Student Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
H-2 Establish, a Student Vocational Organizatioh
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Gude Pachcipetion in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category I Piofeasional Rote and Development

1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Yolir Teaching Profession
I -3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Expenences tot Prospective Teachers
1-7 (Alan the Student Teaching Experience
I-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Categocy4. Coordination of CdoperatIve Education
Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program

J-2 Manage the Attendance Transfers and Terminations of Co-Op
Students

J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co -01) Program
.1-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Pr6gram
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluite Co-Op Students On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Perfgrmence-Based Teachei.

Education Materials
Gude to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

For Information regarding availability and prices of these materials contact

AAV IM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center Athens, Georgia 30802 (404) 542-2586
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